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Abstract
One of the main objectives of having securities stock markets is to ensure fair trading. Our
analysis of this study will show how sentiment analysis and text mining techniques can help
stock markets to sense wipes in the market participants' behaviors and how the market
community can benefit from it. The ability to detect potential insiders and investors' mood
would help the stock market to take necessary actions to protect the trading environment
and enhance investors’ trust in the market.
In this project, we will be building a pilot proof of concept utilizing sentiment analysis on
Twitter, one of the most popular social media applications, and Dubai Financial Market, one
of the most active stock markets in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), in the English language.
The project can grow in sophistication and coverage in the future.
In this project, I am using R as a primary development tool where a statistical and visual
analysis will be carried out utilizing its rich open community libraries.
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Chapter 1: Business Understanding
1.1 Background Information
One of the main objectives of having securities stock markets is to ensure fair trading. The
fair trading includes providing timely authentic information that may impact securities
trade, are disclosed to the market. The exchange plays a role in combating rumors and
uncovering insiders' trades, so all traders have fairgrounds while trading. Since social
media potential sources of inaccurate or unauthorized information, the ability to detect
information in the social media and sifting realities from the rumors would help the
market in minimizing rumors impact and detecting unmanaged dissipation of
information, which would enhance investors’ trust in the market.
In this project, only English tweets were collected about Dubai Financial Market and
companies listed on it utilizing listed companies dataset and perform sentiment analysis
on one of the most popular social media applications, Twitter, and one of the most active
stock markets in United Arab Emirates (UAE), Dubai Financial Market, in the English
language. The project can evolve in sophistication and coverage in the future to cover the
Arabic language and other social media platforms.
With the widespread of Internet and social media in the UAE, it becomes one of the
dominant communication media where the people depend on it in collecting and
distributing the latest news and information and communicate with each other. Many
organizations use social media to detect customer satisfaction, even they decide product
development plans based on customers' opinions collected from social media.
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In the year 2000, a virtue of Decree 14/2000 was issued by the Government of Dubai to
establish Dubai Financial Market as one of the leading stock markets in the UAE and Gulf
region. DFM started its operations in Dubai as an independent legal entity by then, with
a clear vision to be the world-class regional marketplace. It aims to provide stakeholders
with innovative services in conducting trading, clearing, settlement, and depository of
securities, in an efficient, transparent, and liquid environment.
As the market promises its stakeholders of efficient and transparent services cannot
ignore the development of social media as one of the most dominant and fastest-growing
communication methods.
Dubai Financial Market is regulated to disclose information for its listed companies
promptly. Dubai Financial Market publishes such information on its website and twitter.
Also, the Dubai Financial Market maintains Events Calendar for the listed companies.
Stock Prices are published and maintained, as well, on the website through Daily Bulletin.

1.2 Project Goals
Dubai Financial market (DFM) noticed unjustifiable market trends in the last year; for
example, the market experiences a bearish trend for some of the stocks despite positive
news announced by listed companies, and the market sometimes goes bullish while there
is no explanation of such bias. As social media could be one of the potential contributors
to market unexplained movement, it would be a good idea for the market to explore the
impact of social media on trading and if it contributes to such trends and behaviors.
In case social media has an impact on the market, then who are the most influencers, what
are their traits and their position, to provide such data to the concerned authorities to
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further investigate such parties and if they are authorized to publish credible analysis or
if they are insiders.

1.3 Goals Aims and Objectives
Getting insights into the accounts in social media and mood of twitter social media
community will help the stock market management in making the right decision to
enforce law and combat rumors, which will increase the trust between the market and
the investors.
The project objective is to establish a model utilizing data analytics capabilities to support
stock markets in understanding the impact of twitter social media on market shares
movement, if any. Furthermore, provide means to the DFM market to:
1. Fulfilling its obligation to create a fair-trading platform for its stakeholders
2. Assisting in compliance of Listed Companies of prompt disclosure
3. Detecting potential insiders/rumors providers through tweets text mining
4. Combating rumors from its sources, and most importantly
5. Leading to Increased investor trust in the stock market
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The rapid expansion of social media networks and platforms, following by the massive
registered users' databases with active daily communication in almost every field and
domain ranging from individual communications to all possible levels for individuals,
business corporations, to government and non-profit organizations. As a result, a
tremendous amount of information and data were available by the social media platforms
about users’ demographics, feedbacks, opinions, behaviors, emotions.
Data mining analysis is a preliminary exploration of the data to understand
characteristics focusing on summary statistics and visualization basis. There are different
techniques for data mining; one of them is the sentiment analysis that allows
understanding the mood of the responses in social media data.
Social media, like Twitter, for example, provides a vast range of data and information,
actually for some active organizations. Social media can produce an enormous amount of
data making simple analysis methodologies a lousy deal.
People interact on social media with their ideas and opinions, building up an
accumulative amount of unstructured texts; some are comments, some are reviews, or
even small tweets.
Web analytics introduced a new system called opinion mining based on data mining
techniques, and it can conclude opinions and experience of others on the internet using
Social Media such as Facebook, reviews, blogs, Twitter, forums, etc. A survey revealed
that 60% of online shopper customers believe that customer product reviews have a
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significant good impact on their buying behavior. (S. Curator. 2013) and (A. Koweika, A.
Gupta, and K. Sondhi. 2013).
The sentiment analysis based on cloud computing has been used for many different
applications. Tweet Sentiment Analysis (TSA) for Cloud Providers is one example of these
applications, getting the advantage from using Classification Algorithms and Latent
Semantic Analysis like IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS; which brought additional benefits related to
corporate data centers and business designs. However, sentiment analysis been used
widely in the field of customers’ feedbacks, understanding their attitudes, and defining
their emotions towards delivered services. Using it also helped to understand service
delivered challenges customers' point of view. Some research papers discussed
sentiment analysis in social media platforms such as (Twitter) extracting thousands of
tweets via its search API, and based on specific hashtags and keywords. The analysis was
able to find overall and specific polarity (negative and positive), and emotions of tweet
terms for the three primary global cloud computing services; Azure from Microsoft,
Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Google Cloud; Bing and NRC lexicons employed to
measure the polarity and emotion of the terms in the tweets. (Karamitsos et al. 2019).
Another methodology used Machine Learning (ML) for sentimental analysis based on text
classification to achieve certain objectives. There are various ensemble methods
implemented to develop sentimental classification. Currently, it’s challenging to find
researches in the field of sentimental analysis that can investigate and summarize
classifiers, features, tools, and datasets altogether. However, there is one paper used a
systematic literature review of more than thirty studies published between 2008-2016
in the field of sentimental analysis, considering (14) ensemble methods, (26) classifiers,
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(15) benchmark datasets, (19) prominent features and (8) tools. (Athar, A., Butt, W. H.,
Anwar, M. W., Latif, M., & Azam, F. 2017).
Sentiment Lexicons and Machine Learning are the primary two methodologies for
sentiments analysis, especially for textual content extracted from social media platforms.
However, there are some other methodologies of sentiments such as SCWorld scheme
been used to visualize sentiment change in social media platforms in real-time, on first
hand it can provide a high-level, large-granularity sentiment’s view and relationships
across dynamic information and data clusters; on the other hand, it provides a dynamic
graphical dashboard of sentiment changes describing the aggregated polarity collected
from social media posts and even user’s activities. SCWorld used for both quantitative
and qualitative data and able to extract expression and low-granularity topic
visualization dashboard known as Sentiment Card (SC). SCWorld seizes and synthesizes
analyzed data by expression and reflects it in a diagram, showing topics as nodes and
relationships between nodes as links, and both would dynamically be refreshed in realtime. (Valdiviezo, O., Sánchez, J. A., & Cervantes, O. 2017).
Sentiment and emotion analysis have also been used for the rich social multimedia
accumulated information due to the magnified user’s active communication. Researches
looked at multimedia content as a source of people’s sentiments, points of view,
behaviors, and activities. Some research papers related to sentiment analysis focused on
text information only, ignoring the impotence of the informative visual content, while
other researches attempted sentiment analysis based on visual and multimedia
information analysis with experimental results. (You, Q. 2016).
Tracking sentiment using time series analysis was discussed by Giachanou and Crestani
where overtime the users' opinion can be tracked to provide a powerful tool for
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sentiment prediction or detection of the possible reasons for a sentiment change.
Understanding topic and sentiment evolution allowed to detect unwanted sentiments on
a specific platform and allowing in-charge entities to act accordingly. Giachanou and
Crestani explored time series analysis methods and their applicability on topic and
sentiment trend analysis. They have been working on collecting data from the Twitter
platform over nine months, studying the outlier’s detection usability and sentiment
velocity and acceleration of sentiment tracking. (Giachanou, A., & Crestani, F. 2016).
Researchers also have shown interest in mining sentiment analysis for other languages
such as the Greek language on Twitter social media platforms. An investigating method
for analyzing sentiment of specific tweets and also for population sentiment for multiple
titles called hashtags using a Sentiment Lexicon. Some papers compared different
methods for measuring the intensity of natural human expressions such as “Anger”,
“Disgust”, “Happiness”. Moreover, they developed a Twitter dataset to assess the
effectiveness of their method manually. The automated sentiment results seemed
correlated to real user sentiment. They went further by determining sentiment intensity
deviation versus time for selected hashtags and associate it with real-world events.
(Kalamatianos, G., Mallis, D., Symeonidis, S., & Arampatzis, A. 2015).
Lillo et al. (2015) showed how flux news affects business behavior of the previous day
such as trading and other different categories from households and foreign investors in
financial market to the dynamics of volatility, and they investigated trading behavior of a
large set of single investors trading to define factors affect their behavior, considering
returns and volatility. Different categories of investors had a different correlation with
those factors. For instance, non-profit organizations were less sensitive to news and
returns or instability, but more correlated with the former. While companies were
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sensitive to both endogenous and exogenous factors, with average volatility and returns.
However, financial institutions and foreign organizations were intermediate of these
factors. They mentioned the impact of overnight news. Also performed a vector
autoregression (VAR) analysis showed a lack of ability to detect the impact of lagged
sentiment in successive values of the difference between each category of investors.
(Lillo, F., Miccichè, S., Tumminello, M., Piilo, J., & Mantegna, R. N. 2015).
Previous works of literature had difficulties in measuring or even estimating how
investors translate the macroeconomic announcements or news in different
environments and through different locations. However, some papers used different
methodologies to measure macroeconomic news to assess their impact on stock returns.
In one of those researches, they have chosen newspaper as a measure of news and
indicated how news related to GDP and unemployment rate would affect stock returns
directly or indirectly. (Ranco, G., Aleksovski, D., Caldarelli, G., Grčar, M., & Mozetič, I.
2015).
Also, sentiment analysis used to understand the impact of financial news on stock price
return. In 2014 a framework for generic stock price prediction was implemented by Li,
Xie, Chen, Wang & Deng, using six alternative models with different analysis
methodologies. Also, they used two dictionaries, mainly Harvard psychological and
Loughran–McDonald's economic sentiment dictionary, to build sentiment space. Instance
labeling method discussed and tested. Two models compared, sentiments models, and
the bag-of-words model, where experiments conducted on five years of Hong Kong Stock
Exchange prices and news articles. The results showed that bag-of-words model was
lagging behind sentiments model’s analysis in both validations set and independent
testing set for the individual stock, sector and index levels, another finding showed
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sentiment polarity had useless predictions, and using different sentiment dictionaries
have a minor difference between the models. (Li, X., Xie, H., Chen, L., Wang, J., & Deng, X.
2014).
Previous researches have worked on quantifying relationship between financial news
and the Stock Market, exploiting significant amount of daily newsprints of the Financial
Times between 2007 till 2012 to estimate the positive correlation between decisions
taken based on specific inputs in financial markets and financial news, suggesting that
movements in financial markets and financial news are intrinsically interlinked.
(Alanyali, M., Moat, H. S., & Preis, T. 2013).
Li, Chan, Ou and Ruifeng developed a novel technique called; Social Media Data Analyzer
–Sentiment Analysis (SMeDA-SA) as sentiment technique for more than 200 million
tweets to predict stock movement in financial market for +30 NASDAQ companies, this
technique based on natural language processing (NLP) to classify a tweet’s sentiment into
categories to import the impactful text from tweets itself after deploying adjusted
residuals concept to generate the list of targeted public sentiments words, this list would
be amplified and get further resources related to emotional phrases, using Google-Profile
of Mood States (GPOMS) tool. Actually, they succeeded in reaching a %70 stock
movement prediction accuracy. (Li B., Chan K., Ou C. & Ruifeng S. 2016).
Recently, the importance of demographic users’ groups' sentiments analysis had been
dramatically increased. Efforts spent on the extracted sentiments to be aggregated and
compared for different demographic groups over time. It introduced efficient and
scalable methods for sentiment aggregation and correlation, based on the evolution of
sentiment values, sentiment bias, and special characteristics. Palpanas proposed
Tsytsarau, Amer-Yahia and A scalable approach for sentiment indexing and aggregation
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works on multiple time granularities and using updateable data structures for online
activities, practical methods for meaningful sentiment correlations were explained;
demographics-based pruning was exploited and used top-k correlations compression,
both synthetic and real datasets were evaluated by experiment. (Tsytsarau, M., AmerYahia, S., & Palpanas, T. 2013).
We have mentioned that the main two approaches for sentiment analysis applications
are, the lexicon-based approach, and the machine-learning approach. Both of the
approaches are challenged with obtaining a large amount of human-labeled training data
and the corpus — sentiment lexicon required to determine users’ points of view or
opinion polarity. Not all sentiment lexicons cover the meanings of all the domain-specific
words. Tai and Kao proposed a framework to generate sentiment lexicon automatically.
A framework suggested to detect semantic similarity between two words in the unlabeled
dataset. Then they treated words as nodes and similarities as weighted edges, in order to
build a word diagram. A graph-based semi-supervised label propagation method
determines the polarity to unlabeled words through the proposed propagation process.
(Tai, Y. J., & Kao, H. Y. 2013).
Sharma and Dey (2012) proposed document sentiment analysis approach using Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) and Sentiment Lexicons, using a sentiment classification model
with a back-propagation artificial neural network (BPA). In order to extract sentiment
representative features, information gain, and three popular sentiment lexicons used,
which also used to train and test the BPANN for more refined results and responses. This
allowed combining the strength areas of classification accuracy with intrinsic subjectivity
knowledge available in the sentiment lexicons. Results obtained show that the proposed
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approach has been able to reduce dimensionality while producing accurate results for
sentiment-based text classification. (Sharma, A., & Dey, S. 2012).
It is worth to mention that researches are still giving new methodologies in sentiment
analysis based on the social media networks as cloud computing service providers facing
an increased challenge in terms of understanding their users’ behavior, emotions and
other dimensions against a wide range of domains to ensure an adequate and proper
customized interaction with users.
Expectations of Machine Learning researches are getting higher day after day due to the
radical development in social media infrastructure, and the increased demands of
customized and targeting solutions tended to fulfill a vast range of user’s preferences,
emotions, and behavior.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 CRISP-DM Methodology
In this project, a quantitative data analysis was selected for the data collection from
Twitter and the Dubai Financial Market website. The CRISP-DM methodology is used for
this project since it is well-known and accepted as de facto for data analytics and mining
projects. CRISP-DM describes six major iterative phases (Business Understanding, Data
Understanding, Data Preparation, Modeling, Evaluation, and Deployment).

Figure 1: CRISP-DM process diagram (Source[16])

3.2 Analytic Tools
For this project, the software R used as the primary development tool. With R, I utilized
several packaged to expose Twitter’s and Google’s APIs to smoothen insights exploration.
In addition, several packages in R are used for data acquisition, wrangling, text mining,
sentiment scoring, and data visualization.
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3.2.1 R-Studio
“An integrated development environment (IDE) for R, a programming language for
statistical computing and graphics. The RStudio IDE is developed by RStudio, Inc.” .
3.2.2 R Packages
For data acquisition, the “twitter” package was used to collect tweets data through twitter
API. The following R packages were used in this project:


For data cleansing: “tidyr”, “dplyr“, “widyr”, “stringer,” and “magrittr” packages.



For text mining: “tidytext” and “tm”



For web scraping: “robotstxt “, “httr”, and “rvest”.



For image processing: “googleCloudVisionR “, “RoogleVision”, “magick”, “memery”
and “tesseract” as OCR engine.



For data reading and storing: “xlsx”, and “foreign“.



For table formatting: “reshape2”, "kableExtra", and "formattable".



For virtualization: “ggplot2”, “gridExtra“, “ggrepel “, “ggforce “, “wesanderson“,
“cowplot “, “igraph”, “plotly”, “radarchart “, “circlize”, and "yarr”.

3.2.3 Twitter API
Twitter API used to fetch tweets of Dubai Financial Market and companies listed on it.
Twitter API we can perform a search on keywords, time, and geolocation. The Twitter API
platform offers three tiers of search APIs (standard, Premium, and Enterprise).
3.2.4 Google API
Google API used to detect texts on images extracted through web scraping and to detect
the language used.
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The Vision API can detect and extract text from images. Two annotation features support
optical

character

recognition

(OCR);

the

TEXT_DETECTION

and

DoCUMENT_TEXT_DETECTION.

3.3 Sentiment Analysis
3.3.1 Methods
Sentiment analysis is a method used to determine the opinion and content subjectivity
utilizing text mining techniques. Since Twitter provides demographic information about
user accounts, the results can be analyzed not only to understand the investors’ behaviors
but can also provide insights into pervasive, cultural influences. In this project is selected
the lexicon-based approach. Other methods, as well, has its associated trade-offs, have
been excluded for simplicity.
3.3.2 Analysis Levels
Based on the text, there are several levels of analysis that can be analyzed. These levels
can be categorized as document, sentence, and word. In Tweets, the document could be
mapped as sentiment per day, month, year, sector, symbol, or screen name where several
tweets can be grouped representing the document. The sentence-level cannot be an
option with tweets since punctuation can dilute investors' intentions. Detailed
information can be exposed using word level analysis and can be used as foundational
knowledge for more advanced practices in topic modeling. The Tweet dataset converted
into a tokenized format with one word per row and linked to the symbol from the tweet
the word came from. Now the data frame “tweets_data_tidy” has 56143 words.
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Chapter 4: Data Understanding
4.1 Data Sources
The data was extracted from Twitter utilizing Twitter API (Standard) and the Dubai
Financial Market public website. The tweets were searched and stored daily, on the local
desk, to overcome limitations of the standard edition of Twitter eliminating the cost of
higher-level edition subscriptions. Around 14,064 tweets were collected over two
months period (10th November 2019 till 9th January 2020), as project research period.
A specific code was used in R to integrate with Twitter “Sentiment Part 1 v1 .Rmd”. From
the Dubai Financial Market website, I have extracted Listed Companies, which I used to
form the main keywords on my search options with twitter. I limited my search on
Twitter to UAE geolocation since I recognized that the majority of the tweets were not for
the stock market, considering the symbol similarity of many other non-stock marketrelated topics. Daily Bulletins (https://www.dfm.ae/market-data/bulletin) for the
project research period also were extracted from the Dubai Financial Market website
where stock market prices and changes information were extracted for every day of the
project research period on Excel format. I used Daily Bulletins to join in with Twitter Data
to study sentiment movement and its relation to stock market price movement.
Moreover,

Corporate

Action

Calendar

(https://www.dfm.ae/issuers/listed-

securities/corporate-actions-calendar) for the specified project research period was
extracted and saved on the local desk using Excel. I used the Corporate Action Calendar
to study if there is a relation between events and the mood of the twitter users.
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The Twitter daily files were combined to form a consolidated file of the project research
period. A similar approach was used with Daily Bulletin files. R code was developed to
bind daily files “Sentiment part 2 v2.Rmd”.

4.2 Data Dictionary
4.2.1 Tweets Dataset
The Tweets data file contains 14,064 observations collected during the project
research period with 21 features, as listed below:
Tweets Data Dictionary:

SN

Field

Field description

Format

1

user_id

An identifier to identify unique User.

Nominal

2

created_at

Creation date of the tweet

Date

3

screen_name

Unique but may be changed by user.

Nominal

4

text

Tweet text

Nominal

5

source

Source device where the tweet was Nominal
generated

6

reply_to_user_id

User Id of the user tweet was addressed to Nominal
as a response to his tweet

7

is_retweet

Boolean represents if the tweet was a Boolean
propagation of a tweet

8

retweet_text

The retweeted text

Nominal

9

retweet_created_at

Creation date of the retweet

Date

10

date

Date introduced to refine Creation date Date
format

11

symbol

The feature introduced to capture search Nominal
keyword representing the listed company
symbol
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12

name

User name, as defined by the account Nominal
holder, and is subject to change.

13

description

Description of the account defined by the Nominal
user.

14

protected

User has chosen to protect their Tweets.

Boolean

15

followers_count

The number of followers this account

Numeric

16

friends_count

The number of users this account is Numeric
following

17

listed_count

The number of public lists that this user is a Numeric
member of.

18

statuses_count

The number of Tweets (including retweets) Numeric
issued by the user.

19

favourites_count

The number of Tweets this user has liked in Numeric
the account’s lifetime.

20

account_created_at

Account creation date

Date

21

verified

The user has a verified account.

Boolean

Table 1: Twitter Dataset Data Dictionary
4.2.2 Bulletin Dataset
The Bulletin data file contains 2,650 observations during project research period with
20 features, as listed below:
Bulletin Data Dictionary:
Table 2: Bulletin Dataset Data Dictionary
SN

Field

Field description

Format

1

Previous.Close

Previous trading day stock closing price at Numeric
the end of the trading session

2

Average.Price

Trading session stock average price

3

Open

Stock opening price at the start of the trading Numeric
session

Numeric
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4

High

Numeric

5

Low

Lowest stock trading price during the trading Numeric
session

6

Current.Close

The stock closing price at the end of the Numeric
trading session

7

Change..AED.

Change in the stock price in AED during the Numeric
trading session

8

Change..

Change in the stock price as a percentage Numeric
during the trading session

9

Last.Price

Stock last trade price for the trading session

Numeric

10

Last.Date

Stock last trading session date

Numeric

11

No..of.Trades

Number of trades during the trading session

Numeric

12

Trade.Volume

Number of shares traded during the trading Numeric
session

13

Trade.Value

Dirham value of the traded shares during the Numeric
trading session

14

Last.Bid

Last stock bid price for the trading session

Numeric

15

Last.Offer

Last stock offer price for the trading session

Numeric

16

High.52

Highest stock trading price in the last 52 Numeric
weeks

17

Low.52

Lowest stock trading price in the last 52 Numeric
weeks

18

Market.Capitalization

Total shares value based on the stock last Numeric
price

19

date

Trading session date

Date

20

symbol

Symbol of the traded stock

Nominal

4.2.3 Listed Companies Dataset
The listed company’s data file contains 66 observations at the time of the project with
three features, as listed below:
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Listed Companies Data Dictionary:
Table 3: Listed Companies Dataset Data Dictionary
SN

Field

Field description

1 Symbol
2 Name

Unique identifier of the listed company
Name of the listed company
The industry of the listed company as
categorized by the Dubai Financial Market

3 Sector

Format
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal

4.2.4 Corporate Calendar Dataset
The corporate calendar data file contains 72 observations during project research
period with four features, as listed below:
Table 4: Corporate Calendar Dataset Data Dictionary
SN
1
2
3
4

Field
Sector
symbol
event
ymd

Field description
The industry of the listed company as categorized by the
Dubai Financial Market
Unique identifier of the listed company
Event Category
Event Date

Format
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Date

4.3 Summary statistics
I have used the “skimr” package to get a snap summary of data sets. This is quite
important to decide the extent of data wrangling that I need to perform.
4.3.1 Tweets Dataset Summary
Data summary
Name

flmain

Number of rows

14064

Number of columns

21

_______________________
Column type frequency:
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Data summary
character

1

factor

12

logical

3

numeric

5

________________________
Group variables

None

Variable type: character
skim_variablen_missingcomplete_rateminmaxemptyn_uniquewhitespace
user_id
0
1 5 19
0
5258
0
Variable type: factor
skim_variable

n_missingcomplete_rateorderedn_uniquetop_counts
11/: 10, 11/: 9, 11/: 9, 11/:
created_at
0
1FALSE
11603
9
DFM: 900, Ori: 359, NuN:
screen_name
0
1FALSE
7503
263, air: 81
Whe: 343, Act: 124, Wil:
text
0
1FALSE
6949
110, Hi : 107
Twi: 4955, Twi: 4057, Twi:
source
0
1FALSE
137
2501, dlv: 943
NA: 11956, 604: 211, 209:
reply_to_user_id
0
1FALSE
955
122, 606: 73
NA: 7042, Whe: 343, Act:
retweet_text
0
1FALSE
1695
123, Wil: 110
NA: 7042, 11/: 343, 12/:
retweet_created_at
0
1FALSE
1749
116, 202: 105
18-: 455, 27-: 388, 26-: 370,
date
0
1FALSE
61
11/: 351
DU: 2154, DIN: 1839, EMA:
symbol
0
1FALSE
66
1242, ORI: 1176
Dub: 900, Ori: 359, Nur:
name
0
1FALSE
7438
263, Air: 81
NA: 1974, <U+: 900, New:
description
0
1FALSE
6285
359, Aga: 263
12/: 798, 6/9: 294, 6/1:
account_created_at
0
1FALSE
7853
208, 201: 102
Variable type: logical
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skim_variablen_missingcomplete_ratemeancount
is_retweet
0
1 0.50FAL: 7042, TRU: 7022
protected
0
1 0.00FAL: 14064
verified
0
1 0.11FAL: 12556, TRU: 1508
Variable type: numeric
skim_variabl n_missi complete_r
p
mean
sd
p25 p50
p75 p100hist
e
ng
ate
0
followers_co
24261. 330758.
2924.0 102047▇▁▁▁
0
1
0 98.00 465.5
unt
71
71
0
78▁
friends_coun
1331.9
108.0
▇▁▁▁
0
1
5435.42 0
295.0 955.00 120262
t
8
0
▁
▇▁▁▁
listed_count
0
1 150.44 1928.95 0 0.00
2.0 32.00 52672
▁
statuses_cou
35658. 84333.3 1399. 10012 34957. 184099▇▁▁▁
0
1
1
nt
51
5
75
.5
00
1▁
favourites_co
18848. 47951.0 300.0 2054. 14119. 119875▇▁▁▁
0
1
0
unt
30
0
0
0
75
1▁

4.3.2 Bulletin Dataset Summary
Data summary
Name

blmain

Number of rows

2650

Number of columns

20

_______________________
Column type frequency:
character

20

________________________
Group variables
Variable type: character
skim_variable
Previous.Close
Average.Price
Open
High
Low
Current.Close
Change..AED.
Change..

None

n_missingcomplete_rateminmaxemptyn_uniquewhitespace
0
1 1 5
0
621
0
0
1 1 6
0
863
0
0
1 1 5
0
592
0
0
1 1 5
0
571
0
0
1 1 5
0
553
0
0
1 1 5
0
620
0
0
1 1 6
0
148
0
0
1 1 6
0
930
0
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skim_variable
n_missingcomplete_rateminmaxemptyn_uniquewhitespace
Last.Price
0
1 1 5
0
599
0
Last.Date
0
1 2 10
0
69
0
No..of.Trades
0
1 1 8
0
311
0
Trade.Volume
0
1 1 14
0
1237
0
Trade.Value
0
1 1 14
0
1293
0
Last.Bid
0
1 1 5
0
606
0
Last.Offer
0
1 1 5
0
623
0
High.52
0
1 1 5
0
172
0
Low.52
0
1 1 5
0
137
0
Market.Capitalization
0
1 2 17
0
848
0
date
0
1 8 10
0
40
0
symbol
0
1 2 12
0
68
0
4.3.3 Listed Companies Dataset Summary
Data summary
Name

LC

Number of rows

66

Number of columns

3

_______________________
Column type frequency:
factor

3

________________________
Group variables

None

Variable type: factor
skim_variablen_missingcomplete_rateorderedn_uniquetop_counts
Symbol
0
1FALSE
66AAN: 1, AGL: 1, AIR: 1, AJM: 1
Name
0
1FALSE
66: 1, Aan: 1, Agi: 1, Air: 1
Sector
0
1FALSE
11Ins: 15, Ban: 13, Fin: 9, Rea: 9

4.3.4 Corporate Calendar Dataset Summary
Data summary
Name

calendar

Number of rows

72

Number of columns

4
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Data summary
_______________________
Column type
frequency:
character

2

Date

1

factor

1

________________________
Group variables

None

Variable type: character
skim_variablen_missingcomplete_rateminmaxemptyn_uniquewhitespace
symbol
0
1 4 13
0
43
0
event
0
1 2 14
0
3
0
Variable type: Date
skim_variablen_missingcomplete_ratemin
max
median
n_unique
Ymd
0
12019-11-102020-01-012019-11-26
30
Variable type: factor
skim_variablen_missingcomplete_rateorderedn_uniquetop_counts
Sector
0
1FALSE
11Fin: 18, Ins: 16, Ban: 10, Co: 8

4.4 Missing values
As we can notice from the summary of the primary datasets no missing values on our
data.

4.5 Outliers
Since the project is focused on sentiment analysis, the outliers would not have an
impact on our research.
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Chapter 5: Data Preparation
5.1 Dimension reduction
5.1.1 Tweets Dataset
SN

Field

Action

1

user_id

Keep since we need to find out suspicious user
accounts

2

created_at

Normalize date. I was able to see that date format
has changed over time. Can be dropped after
creating normalized “date”

3

screen_name

Keep since we need to find out suspicious user
accounts

4

text

Keep and Perform clean up

5

source

Drop since no use for it in our study

6

reply_to_user_id

Drop since no use for it in our study

7

is_retweet

Drop since no use for it in our study

8

retweet_text

Drop since no use for it in our study

9

retweet_created_at

Drop since no use for it in our study

10

date

Keep. This date is the normalization of “created_at”
field

11

symbol

Required to link tweet with the keyword

12

name

Keep since we need to find out suspicious user
accounts

13

description

Drop since no use for it in our study

14

protected

Drop since no use for it in our study

15

followers_count

Drop since no use for it in our study

16

friends_count

Drop since no use for it in our study

17

listed_count

Drop since no use for it in our study

18

statuses_count

Drop since no use for it in our study
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19

favourites_count

Drop since no use for it in our study

20

account_created_at

Drop since no use for it in our study

21

verified

Drop since no use for it in our study
Table 5: Twitter Dataset preparation action plan

5.1.2 Bulletin Dataset
SN

Field

Action

1

Previous.Close

Drop since no use for it in our study

2

Average.Price

Drop since no use for it in our study

3

Open

Drop since no use for it in our study

4

High

Drop since no use for it in our study

5

Low

Drop since no use for it in our study

6

Current.Close

Drop since no use for it in our study

7

Change..AED.

Drop since no use for it in our study

8

Change..

Keep, to study relation with sentiment

9

Last.Price

Keep, to study relation with sentiment

10

Last.Date

Drop since no use for it in our study

11

No..of.Trades

Drop since no use for it in our study

12

Trade.Volume

Drop since no use for it in our study

13

Trade.Value

Drop since no use for it in our study

14

Last.Bid

Drop since no use for it in our study

15

Last.Offer

Drop since no use for it in our study

16

High.52

Drop since no use for it in our study

17

Low.52

Drop since no use for it in our study

18

Market.Capitalization

Drop since no use for it in our study
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19

date

Keep, to link with other datasets and analysis

20

symbol

Keep, to link with other datasets and analysis
Table 6: Bulletin Dataset preparation action plan

5.1.3 Listed Companies Dataset
SN

Field

Action

Keep, to link with other datasets and analysis
1 Symbol
2 Name
Keep
3 Sector
Keep for analysis
Table 7: Listed Companies Dataset preparation action plan

5.1.4 Corporate Calendar Dataset
SN

Field

Format

1 Sector

Keep

2 symbol
3 event

Keep, to link with other datasets and analysis

4 ymd

Keep, to link with other datasets and analysis

Keep for analysis

Table 8: Corporate Calendar Dataset preparation action plan

5.2 Data normalization
Normalization was used to unify the date field format in the Twitter dataset, where it
seems that Twitter changed the format from “mm/dd/yyyy H:M:S” to “yyyy-mm-dd
H:M:S” starting from 31st December 2019. The normalized field was stored on the
“date” variable. The day of the week was derived from “date” and stored on the “day”
field where the day of the month derived and stored on the “Day” field to perform
seasonality analysis.
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5.3 Discretization
I discretized the date field to two months, Month A and Month B, where Month A
represents the period from 10 November 2019 till 9th December 2019, and Month B
represents the period from 10th December 2019 till 9th January 2020.

5.4 Sampling
No sampling was required since the data was significantly reduced after I removed
non-market-related tweets.

5.5 Data Fusion
During text cleanup it was noticed that “DFMAlerts”, official DFM twitter account that
disseminates disclosure, was predominantly using URLs which led me to scrape DFM
website, using scraping packages, looking for relevant publication and using OCR
packages to convert it to a machine-readable text that I can add to twitter dataset and
perform necessary mining and sentiment analysis. I created couple of functions to
perform this activity readHTML() to read DFM webpage, readimg() to get image of the
pdf disclosure file document, and Get_TEXT_FROM_DFM_WEBPAGE() to OCR
document and perform text cleanup.
Using twitter data fusing it with Dubai Financial Market Bulletin Data to study the
relationship between tweets and prices changes. Also, integration between tweets data
and Corporate Calendar studying the relation between tweets sentiments and events
on the market. Also, I utilized a couple of Lexicon datasets as part of the project study.
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5.6 Data Cleaning
During the collection data phase, it was noticed that most of the tweets are not related
to Dubai Financial Market since there is similarity on the symbols and listed companies
in the market with the rest of the world so I had limited my twitter search to UAE using
geolocation option on the twitter API search. This reduced average collected daily
tweets from around 5300 tweets per day to 240 tweets per day. This has improved
data substantially; however, many of the tweets still nonmarket listed companies
related. Accordingly, I have utilized R code to improve the quality of the data for the
twitter dataset by providing a score of relevancies to the market using the market used
word list, “validwords”, then I filtered it based on the relevancy score eliminating
tweets with 0 relevancy score. This reduced the total number of tweets from 14,064
tweets to 1,958 tweets, containing 75,160 words “tweets_words” and can be nailed
down to 7,441 unique words “tweets_tidy”.
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Chapter 6: Data Modeling
6.1 Text Mining
For the text mining phase the following steps were implemented for the tweets text:


Removed words above14 characters to eliminate URLs



Removed special characters



Removed punctuation



Removed digits



Remove unnecessary words



Removed words with a length of less of three characters.



Removed whitespaces

It is worth to mention that I modified the “stopwords” default list to exclude switchers
since I need switchers to effectively use “sentiments” package to score the sentiment
of the tweet. The good thing about “sentiment” handles valence switchers, effectively
maintaining the balance between accuracy with speed. Besides, I created my own
undesirable words after looking at the outcome of wordcloud. Also, the HuLiu lexicon
is used for this project, however, a customize lexicon was prepared in order to include
some of the commonly used words in the stock market industry and could not find in
the lexicon. For this purpose, a new “impacting_words” data frame was created and the
new lexicon was named as “lexicon_with_fin” which it used to score sentiments of the
tweets.
To identify if there are suspicious user accounts, I looked to the prices and changes on
it on the day of the tweet and day after. Compared the sentiment score polarity and
change in the price of tweet day and next day. If the matching accuracy is above 80%,
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then this reported as a twitter user account that deserves further investigation by
Market Control Operations. The below tables show the results:

Table 9: List of Suspicious Accounts – Same Day Impact

Table 10: List of Suspicious Accounts – Next Day Impact
The below table examines the differences between several available lexicons including
the custom lexicon designed for this project using the HuLiu lexicon as a base to include
Stock Market sentiment words.

Table 11: Lexicons Construction
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Table.11 shows the size and structure of the lexicons after normalizing AFINN to
positive and negative categories.
Word summary data frame has been created to calculate the distinct word count per
tweet per symbol and per screen_name. Tweets collected are for listed companies from
the diversified sectors; the vocabulary is quite large.
In the figure.2, wordcloud2 used in order to represent the most frequently used
keywords visualizing dominant listed companies, dominant tweeter accounts (screen_
name), and dominant words in tweets texts.

Figure 2: Listed Companies Word Cloud
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Figure 3: Tweets Accounts Word Cloud

Figure 4: Tweets Word Cloud
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The “tweets_tidy” data frame created to include distinct words and count per word. So,
the “tweets_tidy” has 7,441 distinct words driven from 75,160 total words counted
from tweets. For the Table.12 the most important parameter is the match ratio of
distinct words in “tweets_data” with different lexicons.

Table 12: Lexicon – Dataset Matching Ratio

The above table shows that NRC and CUSTOM have the highest match ratio of common
words, i.e. words in the lexicon and the tweets; hence, they are the most suitable
lexicons for our exercise. NRC has more words since it includes mood-related words.
In general, not every word has a sentiment, so we can see that the matching ratio is
low. Also, we should be minded that lexicon created for a specific type of text and form
of the word may not match.
Let us examine some specific words from tweets, which may likely have an impact on
sentiment, like "up", "down", "bullish", "bearish", "merger, and "raise". We can see that
"bullish", and "bearish" do not appear in lexicons like AFINN and LOUGHRAN. While
"up", "down", "merger", and "raise" does not appear in all lexicons except the custom
made one.
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Table 13: Specific Words Lexicon Sentiment

Also, words form may impact; to illustrate that we may look into the below table

Table 14: word “merge” Forms in Lexicons
Here I was looking for substring “merge” in the tweets and lexicons. What we can see that
the “merger” word has been found in the custom-made lexicon as a different form while
the word “merge” itself could not be found in any of the lexicons.
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Sentiment analysis for the entire dataset based on the NRC and CUSTOM lexicons is
presented in the following figure. For a better representation and visualization, an image
inserted to the graph by using the “memes” function and the “memery” and “magick”
packages

Figure 5: Tweets NRC Sentiment Bar Chart (1)

Figure 6: Tweets NRC Sentiment Bar Chart (2)
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It is clear from the graph that NRC strongly favors the positive. On the other hand, we can
see words of fear and anger sentiments in the negative category.
We can see CUSTOM's overall sentiment where out of the 7441 distinct words from
tweets, around 350 are positive, and around 300 are negative that appear in the CUSTOM
lexicon.

Figure 7: Tweets Custom Sentiment Bar Chart (1)

Figure 8: Tweets Custom Sentiment Bar Chart (2)
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In the following sections, several graphs for polar sentiment representations are
presented. In order to get the percent of positive “percent_positive“, sentiments were
separated into columns utilizing the spread() function then created a polarity field
utilizing the mutate() function and (positive - negative) as an equation. The geom_hline()
function was used to draw y-intercept. In the end, the grid.arrange() function is used to
plot the graphs side-by-side.

Figure 9: Sector Sentiment Polarity Representation
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Figure 10: Day of the month Sentiment Polarity Representation

Figure 11: Day of the week Sentiment Polarity Representation
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For the relationship between NRC sentiments and the day of the week, the
chordDiagram() function is utilized. You may note from the diagram that the sentiment
moods appear at the top of the diagram and at the bottom, we can see the day of the week.

Figure 12: Mood Weekday Chord Representation

The corporate calendar dataset included a list of market events and the listed companies
in the market, which I utilized along with categorization based on tweets text to create a
complete event list. To create a polarity score per day of the week was used
“tweets_custom” utilizing spread() function. In addition, the left_joine() function was
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used to join the “events” dataset with “DFM_polarity_symbol” and used mutate() function
to add a sentiment field to color bar chart based on polarity (positive or negative). Since
text labels for the events are long, it was selected the coord_flip() function for a better
presentation. The facet_wrap() function was used to have multigraphs representations
for Listed companies (symbol) and industries sectors) in the market.

Figure 13: Tweets Events Sentiment Polarity Representation
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Figure 14: Symbol Events Sentiment Polarity Representation

Figure 15: Symbol Events Sentiment Polarity Representation
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In the following section, there are three representations graphs for the top words in
the text of the tweet that match the NRC lexicon for the project study period. “ggrepel”
package loaded to utilize geom_label_repel() function with geom_point() function to
produce first representation. For this project only the top 8 words was displayed per
mood category.

Figure 16: Top 8 Words per Mood Representation– Month A
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Figure 17: Mood Top 8 bar Chart – Month A

Figure 18: Top 8 Words Mood Reflection Representation– Month A
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Figure 19: Top 8 Words per Mood Representation– Month B

Figure 20: Mood Top 8 bar Chart – Month B
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Figure 21: Top 8 Words Mood Reflection Representation– Month B

Figure 22: Sector NRC Sentiments
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For the comparison of the sentiment across NRC categories, a radar/spider chart is
used utilizing the “radarchart” package. Firstly, positive and negative moods were
eliminated from “tweets_nrc__dw_sub” and “tweets_data_nrc_mc_sub” datasets so the
other mood categories become visible. Secondly, the total words count by sentiment
mood per day week “dayweek_sentiment_nrc” and per month “month_sentiment_nrc”
were calculated with the aggregated sentiment for the entire day-week
“total_sentiment_dayweek“/month “total_sentiment_month”. Thirdly, the datasets
were joined in which the percentage was calculated, and spread() the percent values
into multiple columns to have two matrixes where every sentiment repressed by a row
every day week or month represented by a column. Finally, the function radar() is used
to generate HTML widget.

Figure 23: Weekday NRC Spider Chart
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Figure 24: Month NRC Spider Chart

In the previous sections were analyzed single words (unigram), which may be misleading.
For this reason, were selected the study of some word pairs (bigrams). The
unnest_tokens() function in the “tidytext” package is used where I passed n = 2 (for
bigram) and used “tweets_data_tidy” to generate “tweets_bigrams” data frame in order to
keep the results.
The “tidyr” package was used for providing clean bigrams. At the beginning, the bigrams
were separated into individual words by using the separate() function, and then the stop
words and undesirable words were removed. Then the function unite() is used to
reconstruct the word pairs back together. By this, it was easy to visualize the most
common bigrams per month or the day of the week, as shown in the below charts.
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Figure 25: Top 20 Bigram per Month

Figure 26: Weekday Top 10 bigram
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To study the sentiment impact on word pairs was selected the AFINN lexicon in which
measure the degree of how often AFINN sentiment-associated words follow a negative
word like “not”.

Figure 27: Bigrams with “not” Sentiments

At the beginning of the graph, “nice” and “care” are given a false positive sentiment where
at the end of the graph, “limited” and “disgrace” is given false negative this shows that
how difficult is to have an accurate sentiment with single-word analysis when "not" is
ignored.
In the below graph, “ggraph” and “igraph” packages were used to plot a word network
diagram. Each plotted node represents a negation word, connecting with the associated
tweets words. The function graph_from_data_frame() was used to create the first object
from the “negation_bigrams” dataset, and then the function ggraph() to plot it. For a
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better visualization, the function geom_edge_density() was used in order to highlight the
primary nodes.

Figure 28: Negation Bigram Network

In the negation bigram network, we can see nodes “not”, “never”, and “without”
associated with negation words. For example, if we use single words (unigram), the
sentiment analysis will show "canceling" as negative, but "not canceling" will have an
inverse effect. Some words may be commonly used and overlap multiple nodes, which
can be identified visually, like the word “leave” where it appeared in bigram as “not leave”
and “never leave”.
For the correlation between the words, the “widyr” package was loaded utilizing the
pairwise_count() function to identify co-occurrence counts. This count how often a pair
of words repeated together within the tweets dataset. The following words were selected
for the correlation analysis "market", "capital", "fund", "ipo", "reit", and "derivative".
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Figure 29: Pairwise Count Bar Chart

In addition to the count and the correlation measurement between words based on
how often they appear, the function pairwise_cor() were used.
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Figure 30: Pairwise Correlation bar Chart

6.2 Visual Analytics
A summary graph of the full dataset to produce descriptive statistics visualization
utilizing graphs with creative capabilities from the “ggplot2”, “circlize”, and “yarrr”
packages.
As may be noticed, most of the packages were for graphs and charts where others were
for consuming API available from Twitter and Google. Consistent visualization was
managed by using a standard color scheme as a function. The color list was created by
defining ANSI color codes. I created customized graph function, theme_tweets(), based
on the theme() function of ggplot2 that modifies the default settings of individual graphs.
The “knitr” package along with ”kableExtra” and “formattable” packages to generate the
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reports with colored text tables. The function kable_styling_fun () was created to
standardize the resulting output of the different libraries.
The chord diagram (circlize package) is used to illustrate the relationship between
volumes of tweets in a month (at the bottom) for each Listed Company within an
industry Sector (at the top).
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Figure 31: Active Symbols Month Wise Chord Chart
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The above graphs depict the counts of tweets per symbol per sector. If we compare the
consumer sector to the telecommunication sector, we can find that more tweets were
tweeted in November for the consumer sector; however, for the telecommunication
sector, more tweets were in December. Also, we can see in the transportation sector
more tweets for ARMX in November compared to AIRARABIA while it is inversed in
December.
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Figure 32: Sentiment Price Change per Active Symbol Time Series Chart

The above time-series graphs show active symbols on twitter and market, changes on
sentiment as shown in BLUE, and changes on prices as shown in RED over the project
study period. We can notice that there is no harmony between the two charts except
EMIRATESNBD.
A practical method to plot continuous dependent variables is to use a pirate plot. For
instance, the function of a categorical independent variable, like counts of words
(continuous) and weekdays (categorical). The below pirate graph represents
sentiments of the tweets on the day of the week, where we can see the highest range is
on Sunday, where the mean for all days is around 0 except Friday and Sunday.
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Figure 33: Weekday Sentiments Pirate Chart

The below pirate graphs represent price change on the day of the tweets and the next day
of the week where we can see 0 change on Fridays and Saturdays for the same day, which
is expected due to the market working days. We can see also mean negative on Sundays.
The highest range can be seen on Sundays, followed by Tuesdays.

Figure 34: Weekday Price Movement Pirate Chart
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Figure 35: Weekday and day Tweets Volume (bar and polar representation)

The below circular graphs visualize the relationships among several categories. The
relative number of tweets per day/month can be represented by the circular bar chart
using coord_polar(). The relative number of tweets per day/month for symbols, twitter
accounts represented by screen_name, and symbols per day of the month can be seen
in the graph.
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Figure 36: Day of Month and Week Tweets (polar Representation)

We can see that DFM, DU, EMAAR, AllIANCE, and EMIRATESNBD symbols on the top.
DFMAlerts is uniquely positioned as a twitter account (screen_name).
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Figure 37: Sector Weekday Tweets (Polar Representation)

The above graph shows the relation between the numbers of tweets per weekdays for
each sector. As we can see, Investment, Financial, Telecommunication, Real Estate, and
Banks are the highest sectors.
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Figure 38: Symbol Weekday Tweets per Sector (Polar Representation)

The above graphs show symbol breakup for each industry where we can see the
dominance of some of the symbols compared to its peers in the industry like Du
(Telecommunication), DFM (Financial), and NCC (Industries). Also, we can see if there
is a relation between weekday and number of tweets, for example, we can see Monday
is prominent for DRC (Consumer) and the same for AIRARABIA (Transportation)
where Wednesday and Thursday for Du.
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Chapter 7: Results
7.1 Evaluation and Recommendations
In this project, a tidy dataset from tweets about DFM was created, and the information
within it was analyzed, for instance, the lexical diversity, tweets count released per
month or weekdays, and examined the relationship between tweets sentiments and
stock price change on the same day or next day. During my project was explored how
good the sentiment lexicons are in match with the DFM tweets. Sentiment analysis was
performed on all tweets in the dataset, sentiment variations over the project time
study period, tweets sentiment level, and the potential influence of bigrams. I have
completed my project by utilizing the power of R open-source packages where I used
it to integrate with twitter and google and a wide range of graphical libraries that
allowed me to demonstrate many graphs, each giving a different perspective. Through
R code, I was able to determine the mood in tweets. As the reliability of the results
depends on several factors I spent a reasonable time to collect data and perform
necessary clean up and filter out unrelated tweets to prepare data, also I selected most
appropriate lexicon for the DFM tweet dataset, several methods used to analyze data
considering several perspectives, the quality of the source data was good since it is
from original reliable sources, while the data size was limited to meet project timelines.
I used events in corporate calendar to study the relationship between the mood and
events.
Successfully, I was able to generate a list of the suspicious twitter account and visualize
the change in price time series and sentiment time series, where the relationship could
not be confirmed. Market operations can use the suspicious list for their investigation.
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Also, the study provided us with some insights into listed companies tweets
publication behaviors across different sectors.

7.2 Conclusion
The project showed values of text mining and sentiment analysis to the stock market.
Also, it showed the importance of any organization to improve Lexicon to its industry
standards context. I believe the organizations need to have longer periods of the
continuous timeframe for the study to evaluate changes into market participants’
behaviors and get a better understanding of the stock price movement. I also believe
that the inclusion of the Arabic language will enrich analysis and would reveal further
insights.
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